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ELEGANCE WITH SHOES
Every hand sewn, custom made shoe is
a precious creation by craftsmen, on the
one hand it protects the particularly
delicate structure of the human foot from
all sorts of unpleasantness, and on the
other, as part of the wearer's clothing , it
also expresses his taste - and sometimes
his position is society as well. Elegance
begins with the shoes.
There are many reasons why people
c h o o s e
custom made
shoes. Most
of all people
would like to
show them in
a unique way
with
some
creativity in shape, model, design, colour
etc and also to show their individually. But
apart from that, many entirely in classical
tradition - would like to have an entirely
new and modern pair designed for him or
her.

advanced technology. In olden days the
shoemaker
takes
the
customer's
measurements, certainly but it is the last
maker who uses these measurements to
make the last that takes place of the foot
for the subsequent production stages.
Making a new pair of shoes with royal
elegance
was
really
challenging
experience and skill of the shoemaker.

The shoemaking process today has
drastically developed with vast number of

By, Chandralekha Ganesh, MBA, PGDFT,
Faculty, CFTI, Chennai

In recent times if any customer wishes
for a custom made shoes it only takes the
matter of designing and we can witness a
lot of technology advancement till the

shoes comes out with complete elegance
look. Whether it is olden days or recent
days people's shoes.

CFTI, Chennai under the aegis of Ministry of MSME being the Inspection agency carried
out the Inspection by CFTI Officers, for NSIC Certification for manufacturing of Leather
Footwear at M/s. Puta Shree Leathers Pvt. Ltd. at Chitoor, Andhra Pradesh
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REASONS OF BONDING FAILURE AND PREVENTION METHODS IN FOOTWEAR
as the skill required do skive is high and
the same time the opportunity to injure
one while skiving is also high risk. This
operator must be capable to operate both
upper and lower skiving machines and
also skilled to perform skiving with
accuracy according to the standard
specification (Control of the bonding
process in a medium technology industry,
1985). This skiver must also capable to
perform the maintenance of the grinder
and the skiving disk knife. Skiving is
should be proper allowances in lasting
margin, side bottom bonding failure be
thoroughly controlled. Bottom lasting
margin skiving minimum 8-10 MM is
standard for normal types of footwear's.
Skiving area should be fixed Skiving
model SOP (standard operation system)
and skiving guide. This operation is not
focused in footwear production it also
leading to adhesive bonding failure
problems.

1. Poor Selection of Adhesion Materials
In footwear production currently meet
lot of quality issues in each sequence,
particularly sole bonding is important
property for finished products. Customer
like always better finished quality
products so each operation should be
properly focused in industry. Currently
footwear industry used lot of water based
and solvent based adhesives, adhesive
selection is key point for quality, quality
branded adhesives and expiry data and
adhesion mechanical and force test
certificate is must for all branded, after
that A01 certification and MSDS data sheet
should be attached in all packing
adhesives. In case if the above standard is
not properly focused, in production time
we meet lot of bonding failure, so all
finished product and manpower and
investments also may be meet lot of
problems. Commonly normal footwear
sectors they are not give special attention
to material selection.

3. Poor Hand Lasting Problem
In footwear production very important
operation is lasting, lasting allowances,
seaming temperature 90-100 Degree for 810 seconds standard procedure are not
followed in this area lasted shoes meet
bonding failures problems, Toe part and
heel part also crooked and overall lasting
margin is not uneven after that process
outsole marking and buffing also affected.
Finally thus the upper meet uneven
pasting and attaching .Due to this poor
operation is leading to final product
finishing appearance. So footwear
production inline should be fixed SOP
details for every sequence. Hand lasting
operator having skill and well knowledge
about lasting margins and Assembly
procedures.

2. Improper Skiving Process
Skiving operator is a critical operation
in footwear manufacturing, skiving is
done along the edges of the material, so
that it can fold and pasted, lasted with
easily and accuracy. This skiving
operation
greatly
influences
the
appearances of the finished shoes. This
operation also one of the important role in
adhesion bonding strength. A highly
skilled operator is required to do skiving

4. Uneven Marking and Buffing in
Assembly Area
This process also very important for
bonding strength, outsole making area
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regularly they will check bonding strength
property. These articles refer the above
quality parameters in the assembly lines
for prevent the adhesion sold bond
failures.

should be thoroughly monitored such as
SOP details, marking machine pressure
standard, Buffing ARO wheel emery
paper color managements systems is
arranged in this area. Marking is proper
allowances both sides after that buffing
also easy, without proper marking and
buffing totally thus the whole footwear
production meet lot up normal quality
issues and poor bonding strength. Buffing
Area buffing gun Color SOP systems is
must, every one hour buffing grid paper
should changed. The above techniques are
followed in this sequences bonding
failure, poor margin attaching, over
attaching also easily controlled in
footwear
Assembly
lines.
Some
stitchdown and welded construction
shoes scouring process also one of the
biggest problems in footwear industry, in
this area Standard operation systems and
marking also very important operation.
Adhesion bonding is based on the surface
roughness .so overall margin should be
properly buffed after that adhesive is
attached uniformly in overall margins. So
bonding failure will control without any
difficulties (Brue Barry and Peter Milburn,
2012). Lasted upper buffing is uneven
attaching pressure point is more so
adhesive is not attached properly. This up
normal quality operation is leads to
bonding failure problems. Out sole
buffing is also another important
operation in Assembly lines. Outsole
inside attaching margin area 12-15 MM
thoroughly buffed with wire buffing
machines, incase buffing is uneven
attaching also not uniform in overall area.
Buffing is properly followed in this part;
adhesives are easily penetrated into the
rubber pores after oven heating, Outsole
attaching is property attached. Sole
bonding is not proper standard total
production also loss for footwear industry
.Customer first see the sold bond test
report, after that they will confirm the
shipments. All footwear industry if having
own sole bond test instruments, and

6. Adhesives Uneven Applying and
Oven Temperature Problems
Adhesive applying area very important
sequences in footwear Assembly process.
This area color brush quality management
system is must and SOP systems 100%
should be followed in this area. Every one
hour brush changed, nowadays water
based cement and primer is used for many
footwear industries. Primer and cement is
not properly applied overall lasted uppers
margins defiantly it will lead to bonding
failure problems. Lasting attaching
margins knowledge is very must for
adhesives applying workers. Oven
temperature control and standard curing
time is thoroughly followed in Assembly
section. Based on the adhesives property,
this system is 100% followed. Poor curing
time is not suitable for proper outsole
attaching, and final adhesive test report
also totally failures. Every one hour oven
temperature is checked by temperature
gun and record is maintained properly in
this part, it will control the up normal
attaching issues in Assembly lines.

7. Attaching and Sole Pressing Problems
Bottom attaching is major operation in
footwear making process, attaching
operator having well skilled and well
knowledge about attaching margins and
bonding property This section work area
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properly designed and SOP systems is
followed. Most of bonding failure reason
poor attaching, So final product lost their
export trade due to this unskilled
operation. After attaching thus the shoes
are treated to sole pressing machines
operation, in this area pressing pressure
and Time is very important for footwear
manufacturing (Supply chain and
sustainability solutions for the footwear
industry, 2013). Every day two times
(morning and afternoon) pressing record
is taken by supervisor and got sign from
quality engineer. Normally out sole
pressing time minimum 10mins 35-40 kg
load for water based adhesives attached
Rubber soles, Due to this pressing
operation compresses the bottom, sides,
and heel of the sole and upper together. To
set the bond, the lasted upper with the
bottom attached is often placed in a chiller
unit. Cooling chiller time is very

important for this assembly section,
normally rubber sole - cemented
adhesives upper cooling time 12-15 mins,
Once out of the chiller unit the shoe is delasted by hand or by machine. As per the
this review above quality implementation
systems is followed in footwear
manufacturing
process,
adhesives
bonding failure problems is easily
controlled.
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MACHINE MAINT. VIZ MODERN EQUIPMENT INSTALLED AT MSME-CFTI-CHENNAI
In continuation of modernization of MSMECFTI-Chenai Upper Closing Room have
recently launched latest trend of Leather Goods
Manufacturing Cell equipped with all import
(W. Germany) modern machinery sections.
Posbed, Flatbed, Cylinderbed, heavy duty
sewing machines, to facilitate Leather Goods
Training Progrmme as well as to provide
common facility services to the leather goods
making industry.

Full shoe unit at MSME-CFTI-Chennai
The students of CFTI advanced with state of
art machinery at full shoe making department
to meet modern footwear industry. Such as

Basic principle and Applied mechanism with
common sewing machines
• Two threads one needle up and down stitch
formed. However we look at sewing
machine, verticla and horizontal bars are
interconnected
with time set of
cams and gears
mounted
at
j u n c t i o n s .
Synchronously
work together to
form stitches with external adjustments
provided for operator.

Basic principle Applied in Hydraulic
System/Circuit
The
compressed
Hydraulic Oil equally
distributed to all the
directions in the circuit
controlled by Direction
Solenoid Valves enables
to activate required
movements attached area
of
functionary
components / operations.

a. Electro hydraulic upper fore part lasting
machine
b. Hydro-Pneumatic - Seat lasting machine.
c. Pneumatic - Side lasting machine
d. Hydraulic - Sole attaching machine.
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MATERIAL OPTIMISATION AND COMPUTATION OF FOOTWEAR CONSUMPTION NORMS
An article by Design Team, CFTI, Chennai
INTRODUCTION
Leather is the single most important component of a shoe and every attempt must be
made to optimize its usage by minimizing its wastage. Rule of thumb procedures to
arbitrarily fix the norms by adding an approximate percentage of waste over and above the
traced out area of the upper patterns can lead to a lot of inaccuracies in arriving at the
norms for cutting and consequently affect the profitability of a company. It is therefore
imperative that an accurate method of computing the consumption norms be adopted and
the methodology followed in developing the algorithm for the software is based on
precisely such a scientific premise.
METHODOLOGY
Preparation of Upper Leather Allowance
The objective is to take a set of upper patterns and to accurately predict the Area of
Leather that will be used when those patterns are used to cut up Leather for an order.
It is important to get an accurate figure because:
1. The upper is the largest single item of cost in the total cost of the Shoe and accurate
figures are needed to prepare the initial costing which provide the sales department
with the information on which to base a decision about the price.
2. The Profitability of the company depends on accurate costing
3. The Area allowance is used to demonstrate to the Clicker his target when cutting up
the Leather
4. The figure may be used as a basis for incentive payment or Leather Saving Bonus and
the accuracy must therefore be trusted by the Clicker.
A Summary of the procedure is as follows:
1. Layout the patterns as described in 'Procedure for Pattern Scaling'. This figure
included the 'first waste'
or
unavoidable
interlocking waste.
2. Using the 'Second Waste
Table' add the percentage
that
describes
the
relationship between the
'average pattern size' and
'skin size.'
3. Add an allowance for the 'type or shape of leather.'
4. Add an allowance for the 'Quality' or 'cuttability' of the leather.
5. Adjust the 'Clickers Area allowance' for any inaccuracy in the measurement of the
skin. Tanner's measures can be inaccurate.
6. Adjust the 'scale figure' for the 'average shoe size of the order.'
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Each of the above 6 parts of the procedure are explained in detail:
1. LAYING OUT THE PATTERNS
This is described and illustrated
a. Mark the patterns with two points and join them with a line
b. Use squared paper or graph paper for the layout to help in keeping the patterns
parallel.
c. Use a strict and repeatable layout
d. Keep patterns parallel. The line on the patterns helps to do this.
e. Don't turn the patterns over
f. If necessary for your layout system, only turn the patterns round 1800 but still keep
them parallel to the other patterns in the layout.
The layout is artificial and is not used as an example to the clickers to show how they
should cut. The only use of the layout is to provide the area of the patterns including 'first
waste' and the method is now well proven in factories all over the world.
A suitable form to record all the figures is set out below (Table 1)and it contains a worked
example to help you follow the procedure.

Table 1: Upper Leather Area Allowances and the Clickers Standard Feetage
PROCEDURE FOR SCALING
Select two prominent guide points on the edge of the pattern and place the pattern on
the paper in the middle of the board so that the points selected are in line with the working
edge. Draw round the pattern.
Fit the pattern adjacent to the outline just drawn so as to give the minimum amount of
interlocking waste keeping it either parallel or rotated through 1800. Repeat until the
original outline (shaded in the illustrations) is surrounded by patterns. Draw round all
patterns accurately. (It will usually be found that about 5 or 6 pattern outlines are
sufficient.
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Figure 1 and Figure 2: Interlocking of pattern for parallelogram area
Select any definite point 'A" (Figure 1 and Figure 2)and connect by a straight line with
exactly the same position 'B" on the next pattern facing the same way. Draw a similar
parallel line CD on the next two patterns (either above or below) and join the ends of the
two lines to form a parallelogram. (NB: This parallelogram must contain the area of just
two patterns plus locking waste; note how the overlaps match each other. Where the
complete pattern includes four identical pieces (eg. Quarters) these must be recorded
twice.)
Find the Area of this parallelogram by multiplying the base 'AB' by the perpendicular
height 'CE.Repeat the complete process with an alternative system of laying out to ensure
that the minimum amount of interlocking waste has in fact been obtained.
A suitable form on which to record the results of the scaling is shown in Table 2:
(Please Note that the Table illustrates figures for the Parallelogram Area for Upper
Leather. A similar exercise can be carried out for Lining material also and a similar Table
can be generated)

Table 2: Parallelogram Area for Upper Leather
2. ADDING THE SECOND WASTE PERCENTAGE
The pattern scaling is now complete and you should have a figure which gives THE
SCALE AREA OF ONE PAIR OF UPPERS EXPRESSED IN SQUARE FEET.
Now follow this procedure to add the second waste percentage.
a. Count the number of patterns in ONE SHOE
b. Divide the SCALE AREA OF ONE PAIR OF UPPERS by the NUMBER OF PATTERNS
IN ONE SHOE. This gives you the AVERAGE AREA PER PATTERN IN A PAIR. It is
this figure which is used with the Second Waste Percentage Table.
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Example: If scale area was 1.5082 sq.ft. per pair and number of patterns for one shoe
is 5 then average area per pattern in a pair would be 1.5082/5 which is 0.3016 sq.ft.
c. Select the 'Average Size of the Skins' to be used for the shoe that has been measured.
d. 'Average Scale Area' should then be found from the left hand column of the 'SECOND
WASTE PERCENTAGE TABLE' (Table 3) and 'Average Skin Size' along the table top.
Where the two intersect is the % that is to be added to the SCALE AREA OF ONE
PAIR OF UPPERS.

Table 3: Second Wastage Percentage Table
For example: Take the Average Area we obtained in the example set out in (b.) above.
i.e 0.3016. Assume that the type of leather you have decided to use averages about 15
sq.ft. Therefore, 22.5% needs to be added to the SCALE AREA OF THE PATTERN.
Scale Area is 1.508 sq.ft. - multiply by 22.5 and divide by 100 (to turn it into a
percentage) and the answer is 0.339. Add this to 1.508 and the answer is 1.847.
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This figure is the SCALE AREA + SECOND WASTE ALLOWANCE.
If the figures you want to use don't exactly match the figures on the chart, you need to
'interpolate' i.e making a sensible estimate between the two percentages on the chart which
are nearest on either side of your average area figure.
3. ADDING THE ALLOWANCE FOR THE SHAPE AND TYPE OF THE SKIN
Each type of skin or side is different in shape and type and colours are often more
difficult than Black. This allowance seeks to provide a mathematical way of expressing the
fact that different shapes and colours will produce varying results. This chart provides
coefficients as shown in Table 4 below.

Table 4: Table of Leather Coefficients
PROCEDURE
a. Select the type of leather and then look up the coefficient on the chart.
b. Multiply the SCALE FIGURE + 2nd WASTE ALLOWANCE by the coefficient.
Subtract the original scale figure from the product of the multiplication to give the
ALLOWANCE FOR SHAPE AND TYPE OF SKIN.
c. This has the effect of allowing for the different leather types and is the first of the 4
variables.
For example: Take the figure of 1.847 which was the result of the calculations in
section 2. Let us assume that the leather type is 'Brown Smooth Sides.' The coefficient
for this is 1.02.
Multiply 1.847 by 1.02 = 1.884
1.884-1.847 = 0.037. This figure can then be entered in the form suggested earlier
(Table 1).
4. CUTTABILITY COEFFICIENT
This is a way of allowing for the areas of uncuttable leather. Marks, scars, barbed wire
marks, ticks, brand marks, flay cuts etc.
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The unusable area on one or two sample skins can be measured with a transparent grid
marked off in square inches. By measuring a proportion of skins delivered, the skins can
be graded and the 'Table of Leather Grades' can then be used.

Table 5: Table of Leather Grades
PROCEDURE
a. Assess the delivery of leather and put the skins into quality grades
b. Read off the coefficient opposite the Grade of Leather that is to be used.
c. Multiply the figure obtained in Step 3 above by the coefficient
d. Subtract the Scale Area + 2nd Waste, known as BASIC ALLOWANCE, from the
product of this multiplication
This is now the "CUTTABILITY ALLOWANCE" and can be entered into the form given
earlier.
For Example: Take the 1.847 BASIC ALLOWANCE
Let us assume that the leather has been assessed as being Grade 2, the coefficient for this
is 1.11
1.847 x 1.11 = 2.050 - 1.847 = 0.203
5. ADDING THE AREA ALLOWANCE
Sometimes there is a difference between the Tanners measurement and the actual area.
There is also some inaccuracy caused by the fact that skins are only measured to the nearest
quarter of a square foot. For instance a skin marked 8/1 os 8.25 sq.ft.; 8/2 is 8.5 sq. ft. and
8/3 is 8.75 sq. ft.
Any error tends to be 'under' rather than 'over'. Therefore when a check measure is taken
using scanning equipment and taken to the nearest tenth of a square foot, the result can be
expressed as follows:
100 - ((Tanners Area - Actual Area)/Tanners Area x 100) x Area coefficient
Example: 100 -((242-240/242)x100)x99.17
This figure is the AREA COEFFICIENT and is in fact the percentage error.
The Scale Allowance can thus be adjusted by multiplying the SCALE ALLOWANCE by
100 and dividing by the AREA COEFFICIENT. The BASIC ALLOWANCE is then
subtracted from the result of the calculations and can be entered in the form given earlier.
For Example: Take the BASIC ALLOWANCE of 1.847 from Section 2. Assume that on
careful area tests 242 sq. ft. of skins actually meaures 240 sq.ft. The coefficient is
therefore 99.17x1.847x100/99.17=1.86-1.847=0.013. This figure can now be inserted into
the form
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ADJUSTING FOR AVERAGE SIZE OF ORDER
Clearly the amount of leather used will vary with the size of shoe being cut. If multiple
fittings are made this will also make a difference. Therefore each order needs to be adjusted
for the average size and fitting and the charts that follow provide coefficients for the
purpose.
PROCEDURE
a. Work out the Average Size. Multiply the shoe size by the quantity and add these
together; = TOTAL A
Take total pairs in the order = TOTAL B
Divide A by B = Average Size
For Example:
Sizes 7

8

9

10

Pairs 12

12

36

30

Total = 90 pairs
Size x Pairs = 84+96+324+300 = 804
804/90 = 8.93 i.e nearest size = 9
b. Read off the coefficient from the Tables that follow and multiply the BASIC
ALLOWANCE obtained in Section 5 by this coefficient, then take away the basic
allowance from the result of this multiplication and the result is the SIZE
ALLOWANCE which can then be put into the form given earlier.
c. The 4 allowances can now be added together and added to the BASIC ALLOWANCE
according to this size, type, cuttability and average size.
For example: 1.847 from Section 2 above with an Average Size of Mens 9 would give
a coefficient in the middle fitting of 1.051
1.847x1.051=1.941-1.847=0.094
This is then added to the other allowances and added to the Basic
Allowance to produce the Final Allowance per pairs which would be
used as the Target for the Clicker. All that remains is to multiply this
figure by the number of pairs in the order to give the CLICKERS
ALLOWANCE for that particular order.
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Table 6: Table of Coefficients for Sizes and Fittings

Table 7: Table of Coefficients to allow for Variable Average Sizes
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INNOEST Software- Innovative Footwear Norms Estimator
The INNOEST - Innovative Footwear Norms Estimator is a software Program for
computing the "Leather Consumption Norms" for ANY STYLE of FOOTWEAR.
Towards minimizing material utilization and estimating the product costing, it is
necessary to derive the pattern area as well as the unavoidable waste that results from the
interlocking of the patterns. The Innovative Footwear Norms Estimator is a standalone
software to establish a standard system for measuring shoe patterns and upper materials
to produce computerized cutting allowances and costing. It is fast and accurate and allows
users to interactively monitor and control material utilization.
Developed on a JAVA platform, this
Windows based software is unique by way of
its standalone capability. Patterns can directly
be scanned or imported in as a dxf file
independent of any CAD system. Apart from
calculating the parallelogram area (first
wastage), the program is also able to compute
the Clicker's feetage incorporating a lot of
essential parameters such as leather
coefficients, leather grades, coefficients for size
& fit, adjustments for average size of order etc.,
thus arriving at an accurate feetage value.
LOGIC FLOW DIAGRAM OF THE SOFTWARE
PROCEDURE:

This software
finds readymade
application in any
footwear
manufacturing
unit for use in
deciding cutting
norms, estimating
clicker efficiency,
accurate costing
and optimization
in material usage.

u INPUT DXF FILE and Get the Pattern
Boundaries through an EDGE
DETECTION algorithm

u PATTERN NESTING
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